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Abstract. Discovering motifs in time series data has been widely explored. Various techniques have been developed to tackle this problem. However, when it comes to spatial-time series, a clear gap can be observed according to the literature review. This paper tackles such a gap by presenting an approach to discover and rank motifs in spatial-time series, denominated Combined Series Approach (CSA). CSA is based on partitioning the spatial-time series into blocks. Inside each block, subsequences of spatial-time series are combined in a way that hash-based motif discovery algorithm is applied. Motifs are validated according to both temporal and spatial constraints. Later, motifs are ranked according to their entropy, the number of occurrences, and the proximity of their occurrences. The approach was evaluated using both synthetic and seismic datasets. CSA outperforms traditional methods designed only for time series. CSA was also able to prioritize motifs that were meaningful both in the context of synthetic data and also according to seismic specialists.
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1. Introduction

Under the data deluge scenario, Data Scientists are pushed to provide new ways for efficiently collecting, storing, processing, and organizing a large amount of data [1]. We are immersed in a scenario with massive databases from many sources, types, and formats. However, such scenario opens a set of research opportunities involving knowledge discovery [2, 3]. In this context, many phenomena can be observed and organized as a sequence of observations in a timeline that can be modeled as a time series, enabling discoveries.

A relevant area that is being explored in time series analysis is finding patterns [4]. Patterns are sub-sequences of time series that are related to some special properties or behaviors [5]. A particular pattern that occurs a significant number of times in time series is denominated motif [6].

The discovery of motifs enables the understanding of some specific behaviors observed in time series, in many areas of knowledge, such as weather prediction [7], wind generation [8], image recognition [9], seismic amplitude [10], and computation biology (such as protein discovery) [11, 12]. A vast number of motifs discovery techniques, methods, and algorithms have been developed [13–16]. They include discovering motifs of a particular/variable length [17, 18], or without constraints (parameter-free algorithms) [19], or in multivariate time series [20, 21].

However, various important time-series phenomena present different behaviors when observed at points of space (for example, series collected by sensors and IoT) and are better modeled as spatial-time series, in which each time series is associated to a position in space. Under such scenarios, motifs might not be discovered when we restrict the analysis to the time-only dimension.

Consider, for example, the scenario where speed sensors are present in each corner of Manhattan to monitor vehicles speed. Imagine that a car accident occurs in one corner. Such occurrence decreases the vehicles speed
there. It is a punctual phenomenon that might not occur again, *i.e.*, this pattern is not observable using motif
discovery techniques for univariate time series. However, due to the accident, congestions may occur in the nearby
corners, decreasing vehicles speed. This pattern repeatedly occurs in the nearby corners, possibly with a time lag.
It characterizes, intuitively, what we would call as a spatial-time motif. The challenge becomes to identify regions
of space and time where the motifs are frequently observed. Finding patterns that are frequent in a constrained
space and time, *i.e.*, finding spatial-time motifs, may enable us to comprehend how a phenomenon occurs.

This paper tackles such problem by presenting an approach to discover and rank motifs in spatial-time series,
denominated Combined Series Approach (CSA). CSA partitions the dataset into space-time blocks. Subsequences
of time series inside these blocks are combined into a single time series. Then, it applies a traditional motif discovery
algorithm over the combined time series to discover them. Subsequences occurring above a spatial-time
threshold are selected as motifs. Finally, motifs are ranked considering their entropy, their number of occurrences,
and the proximity of their occurrences.

We have evaluated our approach using Synthetic and Seismic datasets. It was able to identify spatial-time mo-
tifs that could not be identified using the traditional approach. CSA was also able to prioritize motifs that were
meaningful both in the context of synthetic data and also according to seismic specialists.

In addition to this introduction, this work is organized into more seven sections. Section 2 presents the back-
ground for time series data mining. It includes a brief literature review about motifs in time series and the main
concepts and techniques that support the motif discovering processes. Section 3 presents the Related Works. Sec-
tion 4 formalizes the problem definition. Section 5 presents the CSA algorithm to find motifs in spatial-time series.
Section 6 presents a synthetic dataset showing how the CSA behaves. Section 7 describes and explains the experi-
ments that were made using seismic dataset. Finally, section 8 concludes.

2. Background

In this section, we introduce some background for the data mining process of motif discovery.

2.1. Time series background

A **time series** $t$ is an ordered sequence of values in time: $t = \langle t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_m \rangle, t_i \in \mathbb{R}$, where each $t_i$ is a value,
$|t| = m$ is the number of elements in $t$, and $t_m$ is the most recent value in $t$ [3].

A **subsequence** is a continuous sample of a time series with a defined length. The $p$-th **subsequence** of size $n$ in
a time series $t$, represented as $seq_{n,p}(t)$, is an ordered sequence of values $\langle t_p, t_{p+1}, \ldots, t_{p+n-1} \rangle$, where $|seq_{n,p}(t)|$
$= n$ and $1 \leq p \leq |t| - n$. Subsequences enable the analysis of data samples to evaluate some local properties [22].

**Sliding windows** consist of exploring all possible subsequences of a time series [23, 24]. Sliding windows
produce a set of subsequences of the same length. All **sliding windows** of size $n$ for a time series $t$ are a function
$sw_n(t)$ that produces a matrix $W$ of size $(|t| - n + 1)$ by $n$. Each line $w_i$ in $W$ is the $i$-th subsequence of size $n$
from $t$. Given $W = sw_n(t)$, $\forall w_j \in W, w_i = seq_{n,j}(t)$. This concept is widely used in time series analysis to make
comparisons between subsequences to find their similarities [25].

Figure 1 depicts the application of the above definitions to a time series. The blue line represents a time series $t$,
the red line represents a subsequence from the time series, and the green dashed lines are examples of some of the
subsequences extracted from time series based on sliding windows.

A spatial-time series $st$ can be described as a pair $(t, p)$, such that a time series $t$ with an associated position $p$
[26]. The position can be its geographical coordinates or any other reference that can represent the place where
data had been observed. If the position is a function of time, it is a trajectory spatial-time series. Otherwise, it is
a permanent spatial-time series. In this work, we are interested in permanent spatial-time series. For the sake of
simplicity, from now on, we are calling them spatial-time series.
2.2. Data preprocessing

Data preprocessing techniques are key activities for enabling or improving the quality of data mining. In time series context, data is usually a continuous numerical value. For motif discovery, processing directly numerical representation is not efficient [27]. Due to that, during motif discovery, two data preprocessing techniques are commonly applied in sequence: (i) data normalization and (ii) Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX).

Normalization is commonly used to enable the effectiveness of time series comparison methods. One of the most common normalization methods is z-score [28]. As a result of this normalization method, the normalized time series has zero as average and one as standard deviation. Equation 1 describes z-score normalization, where $t_i$ is an observation of the time series $t$, $\mu_t$ is the average, $\sigma_t$ is the standard deviation of the time series, and $t'_i$ is the transformed time series.

$$ t'_i = \frac{(t_i - \mu_t)}{\sigma_t} \quad (1) $$

Additionally, the min-max is another normalization method that applies a linear transformation to the original data, where the minimum value ($min(t)$) and the maximum value ($max(t)$) are used to transform each value $t_i$ to another value $t'_i$ in a range varying from $[0, 1]$, as shown in Equation 2 [29].

$$ t'_i = \frac{t_i - min(t)}{max(t) - min(t)} \quad (2) $$

SAX is an indexing technique. It consists primarily in partitioning the domain of a variable into ranges such that each range is associated with a particular symbol [30]. The SAX alphabet size defines the number of partitions for the domain. Thus, all values are replaced by their respective associated symbol. Given an alphabet $(a_1, \ldots, a_n)$ of size $n$, the values of time series $t$ are divided into $n$ ranges $([-\infty, \beta_1], \ldots, [\beta_{n-1}, \infty])$ according to Gaussian function (with different sizes, but same probability), such that each value $t_i$ is mapped to an alphabet value $a_k$, where $1 \leq k \leq n$ [31].

2.3. Motif

Given a sequence $q$ and time series $t$, $q$ is a motif in $t$ with support $\sigma$, if and only if $q$ is included in $t$ at least $\sigma$ times. The length of a motif $q$ ($|q|$) is also known as word size. Formally, given a sequence $q$ and a time series $t$ where $W = sw_{\mid q\mid}(t)$, $motif(q, t, \sigma) \leftrightarrow \exists R \subseteq W, (|R| \geq \sigma)$, such that $\forall w_i \in R, w_i = q$ [13]. An important property
regarding motifs is that the repeated subsequence is not previously known and is discovered when scanning the entire data. It can be discovered by making a comparison between subsequences that are obtained using sliding windows [22].

Many methods proposed in the literature to discover motifs in time series are computationally intensive [4]. Due to that, many works aim to improve the effectiveness of motif discovery and reduce the computational resources needed. Such a process requires some data preprocessing such as normalization and indexing before running the motif discovery algorithms to increase the performance and precision of results [13].

There are some main approaches to discover motifs, such as (i) brute force; (ii) heuristic-based; and (iii) matrix profile. The brute force approach is the simplest method. It has a high computational cost, especially when used to discover sequences of greater size in large datasets [32]. It is indicated for discovering sequences of smaller size [33]. In this method, the coverage and accuracy are complete since it makes all possible comparisons between all subsequences of a time series.

The heuristic-based algorithms include methods such as random projections. The goal is to reduce the search space. The random projection was proposed to handle large dataset by reducing dimensionality. It randomly selects some of sliding windows columns for search [33]. The technique optimizes the execution time in discovering motifs [22, 34]. It adopts a collision matrix that is built by masking the projected columns of both the subsequence matrix and candidate search sequence. If they match, then the sequence is placed in a hash structure for full comparison.

The matrix profile is based on computing the distance of a sequence of size $n$ with the most similar subsequence present in the time series. It is called matrix profile since the naive implementation of this technique is to compute all pairwise distance for all sequences present in the time series. However, it can use efficient algorithms, such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to enable very fast computation [16].

After motif discovering process, an important task in motif analysis is how to sort the motifs according to their relevance [35]. A standard classification method is $k$-motif which considers the total number of occurrences of the motifs in time series. Also, motifs can be sorted according to their relevance degree. For instance, some motifs can be similar to a straight line (i.e., constant observations) and depending on the data domain may not be relevant. Such motifs can be low qualified or discarded to avoid distorting the analysis [22].

Some approaches to evaluate the significance and relevance of motifs were proposed in the literature. A statistical approach to assess the relevance of motifs is based on information gain, which measures how expected is the motif to occurs [35]. The Log-odds considers the degree of how rare the motif is by comparing the amount of occurrence with the expected chance of having occurrence based on probabilistic distribution [36]. Castro and Azevedo [35] proposed the estimation of expectation for the frequency of a motif based on Markov Chain models. The value is assessed making the comparison between actual frequency and estimated based on hypothesis tests.

3. Related Works

There are two recent review papers regarding motif discovery that characterize researches and trends [13, 15]. Concerning spatial-time approach, there are few initiatives such as discovering motifs in trajectory data [37] and discovering migration motifs in financial data [38]. Oates et al. [37] focused on analyzing repetitive sequences of moving objects. For that, they developed a grammar, applied SAX indexing, and searched for motifs over the trajectory. In our work, we do not have a moving object. Sensors are fixed, and we analyze a phenomenon that occurs at each position throughout time.

Meanwhile, in Du et al. [38], space is modeled by discrete attributes that resemble states of an object. In the context of their paper, they refer to the state of companies in the stock market. It is, in fact, a state-space model [3] where a trajectory is the registration of state transitions. In this way, it differs significantly from our work, since such a phenomenon may not be constrained in space and time.

Due to the absence of directly related work for the spatial-time motif discovery, for the sake of our work, we can group time series motif discovery approaches according to the exactness (exact or approximate), length (fixed or variable), and dimension (single or multiple).
Considering the exact motif discovery approach, some specific method to address the dimensionality and motif length problem were proposed. Jiang et al. [39] proposed an efficient motif discovery algorithm PMDGS (P-Motif Discovery based on Grid Structure) that processes data streams. Mueen et al. [32] proposed a motif discovery algorithm for exact time series called MK (Mueen-Keogh) and observed that MK was faster than brute-force [22]. Narang and Bhattacherjee [40] introduced the Par-MK, Par-MK-SLB, and Par-MK-DLB, which are all parallel multi-threaded algorithms for exact motif discovery that focus on load balancing. Mueen et al. [41] proposed a disk-aware algorithm to discover exact motifs in large time series databases. Cassisi et al. [10] applied a motif discovery technique for an exact time series to study recurrent patterns in seismic amplitude time series of the Etna 2011 periodic eruptive activity. Chi and Wang [42] introduced a method based on cloud model theory to extract the top k-motifs. Truong and Anh [43] proposed a fast method for motif discovery in time series based on Dynamic Time Warping distance.

When it comes to approximate motif discovery, the approaches aim to reduce the complexity and, consequently, the computational cost. Some work proposed approaches to improve the accuracy and efficiency of Random Projection Algorithm as proposed in Chiu et al. [22]. Lin et al. [30] created a new symbolic representation for time series (SAX) for indexing. Mohammad and Nishida [44] proposed two algorithms called MCFull and MCIinc that address constrained motif discovery problem. Castro and Azevedo [45] addressed motif discovery problem as an approximate top k-frequent subsequence discovery problem. Lin et al. [46] presented an approach that uses subseries joins to get similarity among subseries of the time series. Armstrong and Drewniak [47] developed the algorithm MD-RP for unsupervised motif discovering in time series. Narang and Bhattacherjee [48] designed the new sequential and parallel Motif discovery and data deduplication algorithms based on bloom filters.

Regarding variable-length motif discovery, Wilson et al. [49] proposed the Motif Tracking Algorithm (MTA) that uses a small number of parameters based on the implementation of the Bell immune memory theory. Yankov et al. [50] presented a novel algorithm that discovers motifs in time series with invariance to uniform scaling. It enables to reduce parameters such as motif length. Nunthanid et al. [51] described the VLMD motif discovery algorithm that does not require the motif length parameter. Such an algorithm automatically returns motif lengths from all possible sliding window lengths, reducing a set of possibilities of the sliding window lengths. Nunthanid et al. [19] presented the k-Best Motif Discovery (kBMD) algorithm that is parameter-free. It produces a set of the best motif that is ranked by a scoring function based on similarity of motif locations and shapes. Mueen [52] proposed the MOEN, an exact free-parameter algorithm to enumerate motifs that is faster than brute-force approach due to a novel bound on the similarity function that uses only linear space. Mohammad and Nishida [53] proposed an extension of the MK algorithm called MK++ to handle multiple motifs of variable lengths considering maximum overlap of subsequences.

Finally, in multivariate time series, Tanaka and Uehara [54] and Tanaka et al. [55] showed how to dynamically determine the optimum period length using the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle and applied the method to the multidimensional time-series transforming into one-dimensional time-series using the Principal Component Analysis. Liu et al. [56] proposed a heuristic approach that can significantly improve the quality of motifs in m-dimensional time series. Vahdatpour et al. [57] proposed a new model based on Random Projection to find approximately motif in multivariate time series data combining motifs discovered and grouping them. Wang et al. [58] developed the AMG method to list the motifs by scanning the entire series and then filling a matrix for similarity comparison to verify the real motif. Lam et al. [59] proposed two algorithms for solving multivariate time series called mmotif and kmotif. McGovern et al. [7] introduced an approach to multidimensional motif mining in temporal streams of real-world data. Son and Anh [60] presented an R*-tree together with early abandoning based approach that stores Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBR) of data in memory. Son and Anh [61] proposed two new algorithms for motif discovery in time series data, first based on R-tree and the other is based on dimensionality reduction through Skyline index.

4. Problem Definition

The motif discovery approaches presented in the literature review propose to solve the problem of discovering motifs on time series. In the context of spatial-time series, we observe a more complex scenario due to spatial
constraints. In order to highlight this challenging problem, consider a synthetic dataset containing twelve spatial-time series ($ST_1 \cdots ST_{12}$) as depicted in Figure 2. Each spatial-time series $ST_i$ has a position in space. The ordering of time-series obeys their spatial placement. For example, $ST_2$ is both close to $ST_1$ and $ST_3$.

If we apply to this scenario a known motif discovery method on each spatial-time series for a support $\sigma \geq 2$, we can observe discovered motifs in Figure 2, which are marked as green worm-like shape found only in $ST_3$. Also, even when some motifs are discovered, considering the entire dataset, those motifs are not fully explored: there are many other equivalent worm-like shapes that are not discovered, although appearing in close spatial-time series ($ST_2, ST_4$). It is also possible to observe that similar subsequences appearing in neighboring spatial-time series are not discovered as motifs. They are depicted in Figure 5 as orange trapezium-like and red stripe-like motifs.

![Fig. 2](image.png)

Fig. 2. A synthetic dataset with twelve spatial-time series: $ST_1 \cdots ST_{12}$. Traditional motif discovery algorithm applied in this spatial-time series dataset finds the two green worm-like motifs.

Depending on the dataset, such similar subsequences in neighboring time series can correspond to some relevant information. Discovering and grouping motifs in spatial-time series datasets can address some real-world problems. Such a scenario was not studied in previous works as discussed in section 3. The problem formalization for this new scenario is presented as follows.

A **spatial-time series dataset** (for short, dataset) $S$ is a set of spatial-time series $st$. We are interested in finding motifs that occur in a constrained space and time. In our work, sequences may only be frequent inside spatial-time blocks. A **block** $b$ is a couple $(\{st\}, i)$ where $\{st\}$ is a subset of neighboring spatial-time series and $i$ is a time interval. The size of a block $b$ is the product of the number of spatial-time series by the interval length: $|b| = |\{st\}| \cdot |i|$. 


Let \( B \) be a partition of \( S \) into blocks \( b \). Let \( \sigma \) and \( \kappa \) be two support values such that \( \sigma \geq \kappa \). A subsequence \( q \) is a spatial-time motif if and only if there exists a block \( b \) such that \( q \) is included at least \( \sigma \) times in it and \( q \) occurs in at least \( \kappa \) different spatial-time series inside \( b \).

From the definition above, the problem can be summarized as the discovery of spatial-time motifs in a spatial-time series dataset.

5. Combined Series Approach (CSA)

To address the defined problem, we developed the Combined Series Approach (CSA) that is organized in three main steps: (i) normalization & SAX indexing; (ii) discovery of spatial-time motifs; (iii) ranking of spatial-time motifs. CSA is summarized in Algorithm 1. It takes as input a spatial-time series dataset \( S \), a word size \( w \), an alphabet size \( a \), and \( sb \) and \( tb \) corresponding to spatial and temporal block sizes, and \( \sigma \) and \( \kappa \) constraints.

**Algorithm 1 Combined Series Approach**

1. function CSA\( (S, w, a, sb, tb, \sigma, \kappa) \)
2. \( S \leftarrow \text{normSAX}(S, a) \)
3. \( \text{stmotifs} \leftarrow \text{discoverSTMotifs}(S, w, sb, tb, \sigma, \kappa) \)
4. \( \text{rstmotifs} \leftarrow \text{rankSTMotifs(stmotifs)} \)
5. return \( \text{rstmotifs} \)

1. function \( \text{normSAX}(S, a) \)
2. \( S \leftarrow \text{zscore}(S) \)
3. \( S \leftarrow \text{SAX}(S, a) \)
4. return \( S \)

1. function \( \text{discoverSTMotifs}(S, w, sb, tb, \sigma, \kappa) \)
2. \( B \leftarrow \text{partition}(S, sb, tb) \)
3. \( \text{stmotifs} \leftarrow \emptyset \)
4. for each \( b_{ij} \in B \) do
5. \( cs \leftarrow \text{combine}(b_{ij}) \)
6. \( \text{motifs} \leftarrow \text{discover}(cs, w, \sigma) \)
7. \( \text{stmotifs} \leftarrow \text{validate}(\text{motifs}, \sigma, \kappa) \cup \text{stmotifs} \)
8. return \( \text{stmotifs} \)

1. function \( \text{rankSTMotifs}(\text{stmotifs}) \)
2. \( \text{stmotifs} \leftarrow \text{group}(\text{stmotifs}) \)
3. for each \( m_i \in \text{stmotifs} \) do
4. \( \text{ent}_i = \sum_{k=1}^{\lfloor f(m_i)/n \rfloor} \left( \frac{f(m_i)}{n} \log_2 \left( \frac{f(m_i)}{n} \right) \right) \)
5. \( O_i \leftarrow \text{occurrences}(m_i) \)
6. \( \text{occ} \leftarrow \log_2(O_i) \)
7. \( \text{prox}_i \leftarrow \frac{\text{ent}_i}{\text{ent}(\lfloor \text{ent}(m_i)/n \rfloor)} \)
8. \( \text{rank} = \text{proj} (\text{norm}(\text{ent}, \text{occ}, \text{dist})) \)
9. return \( \text{order}(\text{stmotifs}, \text{rank}) \)

5.1. Normalization & SAX indexing

The first step of the CSA, described by the \( \text{normSAX} \) function of Algorithm 1, applies z-score data normalization in the entire dataset. Right after normalization, the SAX indexing method is applied for a given alphabet \( a \). It
transforms the numeric data from $S$ into letters according to the data distribution, as described in section 2.2. The output of such transformation is returned by the function.

### 5.2. Spatial-time Motif Discovery

The second step of CSA corresponds to $\text{discoverSTMotifs}$ function. In line 2, the indexed spatial-time series dataset $S$ is partitioned into blocks ($B$). These blocks are created based on spatial block size ($sb$) and temporal block size ($tb$). The $sb$ corresponds to the number of neighboring spatial-time series inside each block. The $tb$ specifies the time interval for subsequences of spatial-time series. $B$ is the partition of $S$ into a set of blocks $\{b_{i,j}\}$.

Formally, each block $b_{i,j}$ contains $sb \cdot tb$ observations, $\forall i \in [1, \frac{|S|}{sb}], \forall j \in [1, \frac{|S|}{tb}]$. Each block $b_{i,j}$ contains $sb$ subsequences $q_k$, such that $q_k = seq_{sb(i-1)(sb+1)}(S_{(j-1)(sb+1)})$, $\forall k \in [1, sb]$.

In line 5, all sequences inside a block are combined into a single time series $cs$, such that $cs$ is the concatenation of sequences inside the block $b_{i,j}$. Formally, $cs = q_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel q_k$ and $|cs| = \sum_{i=1}^{k} |q_i| = sb \cdot tb$.

The $\text{discover}$ function (line 6) applies a traditional motif discovery approach. More specifically, $\text{discover}$ function applies an adapted hash-based approach [62] for exact match motif discovery [52]. It checks all subsequences of size $w$ in $cs$ to discover motifs of length $w$. The first step applies a hash function for registering the positions of each subsequence $s_i$. If the number of occurrences of $s_i$ is greater than $\sigma$, $s_i$ is a temporal motif and included at $\text{motifs}$. Then, in line 7, $\text{motifs}$ are validated according to both $\sigma$ and $\kappa$. It checks the number of distinct spatial-time series for them is greater or equal to $\kappa$. It is worth mentioning that any motif whose sequence appears distributed between neighboring subsequences of a block (for example, $q_k$ and $q_{k+1}$) are fake occurrences and not considered during $\sigma$ and $\kappa$ validation. Motifs that validates both $\sigma$ and $\kappa$ are added at $\text{stmotifs}$.

### 5.3. Rank motifs

Since the number of motifs can be high, especially when working with larger alphabets, it is important to establish ways to rank them in a way that more “interesting” ones are presented first. The third step of CSA, described by the $\text{rankSTMotifs}$ function of Algorithm 1, makes a balance among three criteria: (i) the number of occurrences (significant higher occurrences are better); (ii) proximity (occurrences that are close to one another are better than the ones that are sparsely distributed in the dataset); (iii) entropy (higher entropy contains more information, which makes it more interesting).

Each motif corresponds to a sequence of SAX observations. All motifs that are discovered inside $\text{discoverSTMotifs}$ are local block motifs. At $\text{group}$ function (line 2), occurrences of motifs sharing the same sequence are grouped as long as they occur in neighboring blocks.

Then, for each group of motifs $m_i$, metrics for ranking them are computed. In line 4, the entropy of a motif $m_i$ of size $n$ is computed ($\text{ent}_i$). The $\text{ent}_i$ is based on information theory and uses the frequency table ($\text{fm}$) for the characters presented in a motif [63] and is described in line 4. The higher is the entropy; the higher is the information that motif $m_i$ encodes.

At line 5 the set of occurrences $O_i$ for the motif $m_i$ is obtained. Then, in line 6, the impact of the number of occurrences ($O_i$) of the $i$-th motif in a logarithm scale is computed ($\text{occ}_i$). This enables that only a significantly different number of occurrences becomes apparent.

In line 7, the weight of the occurrences according to their proximity is computed. Consider the pairs of position and time for the set of occurrences $O_i$ of a motif $m_i$ discovered in neighboring blocks. The distance between all these pairs is represented as a weighted adjacent matrix ($\text{wam}$). Then, the minimum spanning tree ($\text{mst}$) is built from the $\text{wam}$. Finally, the average weight ($\text{aw}$) for the edges of the $\text{mst}$ is computed. Thus, $\text{prox}_i$ establishes the reciprocal measure for $\text{aw}$ for the motif occurrences. The closer this measure is to 1, the closer are the occurrences in establishing a spatial-temporal pattern.

1Such an approach enables the introduction of other state-of-the-art motif discovery algorithms
Once the entropy ($ent$), the number of occurrences ($occ$), and the proximity ($prox$) has been computed for each motif, the ranking procedure can be applied. During ranking, each of these dimensions is normalized using min-max and projected into the unit vector that combines these three dimensions. Such projection provides a balance among these dimensions. The closer the projection of a motif $m$, is to $(1, 1, 1)$, the better ranked it is. Function $rankSTMotifs$ returns the $stMotifs$ ordered according to the computed rank.

6. Analysis Using Synthetic Dataset

For a better understanding of the CSA and its steps, consider a synthetic spatial-time dataset $S$ as depicted in Figure 2 (section 4). Each row is a spatial-time series (varying from positions 1 to 12) with 20 observations. In our example, we established the following thresholds: (i) word size ($w = 4$), (ii) alphabet size ($a = 5$), (iii) spatial block size ($sb = 4$), (iv) temporal block size ($tb = 10$), (v) thresholds $\sigma = 2$ and $\kappa = 2$.

Figure 3 depicts the result of applying the first step of CSA ($normSAX$) into the synthetic dataset. Values are being replaced by letters ($a,b,c,d,e$). In this case, central values are tagged as $c$, lower positive values as $d$, higher positive as $e$, lower negative as $b$ and higher negative as $a$.

![Fig. 3. Synthetic dataset partitioned into blocks](image)

The second step of CSA ($discoverSTMotifs$) encompasses $combine$, $discover$, and $validate$ functions. Figure 3 also shows the partitioning of the dataset according to CSA, where each orange box corresponds to a block. Since the dataset has 12 spatial-time series and 20 observations, the dataset is divided into 6 blocks, where each one contains 40 observations.

Figure 4 shows the result of the $combine$ and $discover$ functions presented in the $discoverSTMotifs$ to our synthetic dataset. Each block produces a combined time series ($cs$) with 40 observations. In each $cs$, the $discover$ identifies all motif with $\sigma \geq 2$. The motifs discovered are marked with colors red, green, and orange. Then, motifs are depicted at their original position concerning the dataset (as presented in Figure 5) as long as they are validated according to both $\sigma$ and $\kappa$ constraints.

The majority of motifs discovered using the CSA approach had not been found when applying traditional motif discovery algorithms on each spatial-time series. As indicated in Table 1, traditional approach (Trad.) only found two occurrences for motif $baba$ (marked as green). CSA found four occurrences of $baba$, seven of $bded$ (marked as red), and two sets of three $ceeb$ (marked as orange). In the case of $bded$, the seven occurrences were discovered in neighboring blocks and were grouped in a single set. However, in the case of $ceeb$, the two sets of three occurrences were not grouped since they were not found in neighboring blocks.

Table 1 also presents the dimensions used to rank the identified motifs. The entropy (Ent.) for both $bded$ and $ceeb$ was 1.5 since they contain three out of four distinct characters. The proximity metric (Prox.) is the reciprocal of the average weight of the minimum spanning tree that connects identified occurrences for each motif (the closer to one, the better it is). Thus, $baba$ presents better proximity (0.83). The occurrences (Occ.) consider the $log_2$ of
Fig. 4. Motif discovery algorithm applied to combined series

Fig. 5. Discovered motifs after spatial-temporal validation
the occurrences. Finally, the ranking (Rank) combines the normalized dimensions (Ent., Prox. and Occ.) projecting it to normalized vector $(\sqrt{\frac{2}{3}}, \sqrt{\frac{1}{3}}, \sqrt{\frac{1}{3}})$. The motif bded was the better ranked one (1.52) followed close by set ceeb(1) that occurred from ST10 to ST12 (1.17). Although ceeb has better proximity, the number of occurrences of bded compensated this measure. Finally, even though baba had a lower entropy, it was better ranked than ceeb(2), which occurred from ST1 to ST4, due to better occurrences and proximity values.

Table 1
CSA versus Traditional (Trad.) method in the synthetic dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motif</th>
<th>Trad.</th>
<th>CSA</th>
<th>Ent.</th>
<th>Prox.</th>
<th>Occ.</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bded</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ceeb(1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baba</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ceeb(2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Analysis Using Seismic Dataset

As a proof of concept evaluation, we applied CSA on the Netherlands seismic spatial-time series dataset, named F3 Block [64]. The database produced by the seismic reflection method was collected in a region located in the Dutch sector of the North Sea. This method consists of generating artificial seismic waves with energy sources that disturb the medium, such as explosives or air guns (called seismic shots) and record the waveforms of the various interfaces in the subsoil using sensors (geophones or hydrophones), in that acquisition air guns and hydrophones were used. The generated wave propagates through the interior of the Earth and the Sea. The partially reflected waves are used to find interfaces between layers that have significant contrasting elastic properties. The time of arrival of each reflection is related to the propagation velocities of the seismic wave in each layer. In a first approximation, the recorded amplitude is related to the contrast of the acoustic impedance, a product of velocity and density of the layers that define the interface. This method is analogous to imaging the human body using ultrasound. However, unlike medicine, where the density contrasts are imaged, on seismic exploration, the effect of the acoustic impedance difference is more studied [65].

In F3 Block dataset, each spatial-time series has a position in which the hydrophone is placed. The dataset is organized into inlines (direction of the ship navigation). We selected the inline 401 since it has been mapped by seismic specialists who have annotated some relevant information. Figure 6 shows the inline 401. Inline 401 consists of 920 spatial-time series with 440 observations in each. The horizontal axis represents the position of the receivers and vertical axis represents the time, which is also related to the depth at the subsoil.

The value of observations represents the wave amplitude reflected from the subsoil at a particular position and depth. Figure 7 depicts the probability density function (PDF), where it is possible to observe a frequency distribution with a high concentration of values close to zero and with values mainly varying from -10000 to 10000. Also, the data available is free from noise and missing values. In contrast to the synthetic dataset, depicted in Figure 3, in this dataset spatial-time series are displayed vertically.

7.1. Experimental Setup

This section discusses the experimental setup aiming to evaluate CSA in discovering spatial-time motifs in the seismic dataset. The setup was driven for a sensitivity analysis to measure CSA performance under different aspects and also against the traditional approach designed only for time series.
The CSA algorithm requires parameters $alpha$, $word$, $tb$, $sb$, $\sigma$, and $\kappa$ to be specified. The description of these parameters and the range explored are summarized in Table 2. These parameters influence both the quality of results and the computation elapsed time. The $alpha$ was chosen based on the data adjustment. We varied the alphabet size for SAX encoding from 1 to 25, and measured the Mean Squared Error ($MSE$) for each observation concerning the mean of each SAX character. The higher the alphabet size, the lower is the $MSE$. The choice for the alphabet was identified by the maximum curvature analysis as depicted in Figure 8. The point where the maximum curvature is achieved (in red) indicates that increasing more the alphabet does not bring much more benefit concerning the $MSE$. 
Table 2
Input Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description (explored values)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alpha</td>
<td>Size of the alphabet for SAX indexing (fixed at 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word</td>
<td>Length of motif word (from 3 to 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tb x sb</td>
<td>Temporal and spatial block size (40x10, 20x20, 10x40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>Minimum number of occurrences inside each block (from 2 to 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κ</td>
<td>Minimum number of spatial-time series with occurrences inside each block (from 1 to 5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CSA is available as an R Package (STMotif)\(^2\). The implementation, dataset, and results are also available\(^3\). All experimental evaluation was conducted in a cluster with 24 cores using SparkR [66]. The experimental evaluation ran at wall-time of 1.3 hours.

7.2. Analysis of Spatial-Time Motifs

In this analysis, the goal is to study the number of discovered motifs and their occurrences and computational time as we vary block size (\(tb\) and \(sb\)), word, \(\sigma\), and \(\kappa\).

To evaluate the influence of block orientation, we set three orientations: vertical rectangle (\(tb = 40; sb = 10\)), square (\(tb = 20; sb = 20\)), and horizontal rectangle (\(tb = 10; sb = 40\)). For a fair comparison, all of them contain the same amount of observations. We also included the traditional approach for discovering motifs in time series against CSA.

Table 3 presents the overall performance of both the traditional approach and CSA under different block orientation for all possible parameter combinations described in Table 2. The motifs column corresponds to the mean

\(^2\)https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/STMotif/index.html
\(^3\)https://eic.cefet-rj.br/~eogasawara/csa
number of motifs whose occurrences were grouped with at least one neighboring block and contained more than seven occurrences (the maximum \( \sigma \) value adopted). In the case of the traditional approach, we considered it as a block of 440 temporal observations with one spatial-time series, so that the same grouping criteria could also be applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block orientation</th>
<th>motifs</th>
<th>sets of occur.</th>
<th>discovery time (min)</th>
<th>ranking time (min)</th>
<th>elapsed time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional (440x1)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA Vertical (40x10)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA Square (20x20)</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA Horizontal (10x40)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The traditional approach, on average, discovered 43 different motifs under 449 sets of occurrences. It means that the same motif contains, on average, ten different spatial-temporal sets of occurrences. Also, the average discovery time and the average time to rank motifs were, respectively, 1.8 and 2.0 minutes. The average elapsed time was 4.7 minutes, which also includes the time to do the data normalization and SAX encoding.

The time for discovering motifs was approximately the same for all configuration, except for Horizontal orientation. In this setup, as we increase the size of the word, there is a lower number of possible motifs to discover. It becomes unnecessary to check for motifs in between two consecutive spatial-time series. It makes less possible comparisons for this setup, also meaning that a lower number of motifs are discovered. However, all CSA block orientations discovered more motifs than the traditional approach (the square had better performance. It discovered more than 2.5 times more motifs than traditional approach).

Comparing the performance of different CSA orientation (Vertical, Square, and Horizontal), we may expect that typically Horizontal orientation might break temporal sequences. However, in our dataset, patterns often occurred in a small time interval spread in space. Such behavior justifies the better performance of Horizontal orientation over Vertical one. Additionally, Square orientation had a better balance between time and space and was able to identify more patterns. The choice of block orientation is fairly domain-dependent. Users may consider their knowledge about the data to set up this parameter.

Table 4 discloses the results of Table 3 according to the word size. It presents the number of discovered motifs and the sets of occurrences, applying the same criteria used to produce Table 3. It can be observed that as we increase the word size, the number of discovered motifs decreases. The same behavior occurs in the set of occurrences. The highest number of identified motifs occurred in CSA Square orientation for word size equals to four. Finally, the computation time (in minutes) for all discovered motifs also decreases as we increase the word size. It is due to the ranking function overhead. It has less impact on time when handling a lower number of occurrences.

Table 5 presents the influence of \( \sigma \) and \( \kappa \) in the number of discovered motifs for the CSA according to the CSA Square block orientation for word size equals to four. It is possible to observe that as we increase \( \sigma \), lower number of occurrences are identified. Also, as we increase \( \kappa \) constraint, the number of occurrences decreases.

7.3. Analysis of Top-k Spatial-Time Motifs

Finally, we analyzed the top-k spatial-time motifs discovered using CSA Square block orientation for word size of four, fixing \( \sigma \) equals to three and \( \kappa \) equals to three. In this configuration, as presented in Table 6, we computed the top-5 distinct motifs that accomplished the same criteria adopted to build Table 3.
Table 4

Summary of Discovered Spatial-Time Motifs for different block orientation and word size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block orientation</th>
<th>word</th>
<th>motifs</th>
<th>sets of occurrences</th>
<th>total time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>95862</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6809</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA Vertical (40x10)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>62278</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>13980</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2988</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA Square (20x20)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>62324</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>16887</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>4182</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1157</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA Horizontal (10x40)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>52199</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>12901</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>2918</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5

Influence of $\sigma$ and $\kappa$ in the number of occurrences in Square (20x20) setup with word size $w = 4$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\kappa$</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42725</td>
<td>30052</td>
<td>21349</td>
<td>13559</td>
<td>9621</td>
<td>6959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>42253</td>
<td>29938</td>
<td>21297</td>
<td>13527</td>
<td>9589</td>
<td>6927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29640</td>
<td>21191</td>
<td>13461</td>
<td>9530</td>
<td>6895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20073</td>
<td>13184</td>
<td>9368</td>
<td>6758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11900</td>
<td>8800</td>
<td>6490</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest-ranked motif ($aaggg$) presented good proximity value, an average entropy value, and a high occurrences value. Such combination produced a rank value of 1.57. The second place ($dfge$), although exhibiting low occurrences value, has a good proximity and entropy values. The third place ($aaag$) was similar to the first motif, but with lower occurrences value. The fourth place ($ggfa$) compensated the low occurrences value with an excellent proximity value. Finally, the fifth place ($egfa$) is similar to the second, with a slightly lower proximity value.

In order to have an intuition on the quality of the ranked motifs, we have plotted the top-ten discovered motifs (Figure 9), according to the ranking function, on top of the seismic dataset. The places where the motifs were
plotted are in agreement with annotations from specialists where seismic horizons are located. Also, the yellow ones are very close to a gas reservoir.

In a complementary analysis, we sorted the motifs according to the number of occurrences. Figure 10 plots the top-ten distinct motifs sorted by their occurrences. The set of occurrences for each motif was plotted, as long as their ranking value were greater than 1.0. It can be observed that the occurrences of motifs matched more regions where seismic horizons are located.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>motif</th>
<th>proximity</th>
<th>entropy</th>
<th>occurrences</th>
<th>rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aagg</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dfge</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aaag</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ggfa</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egfa</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is worth mentioning that the ranking function was conceived for general purpose usage and did not focus on any aspect to target seismic horizons. Nevertheless, they were able to discover the majority areas in which seismic horizons were annotated. Finally, our algorithm is capable of identifying more or fewer motifs according to the used parameters. However, the meaning of the motifs and their relevance is up to the specialist evaluation.
8. Conclusion

Many applications observe phenomena whose values vary according to space and time dimensions. Discovering phenomena which are dependent on the occurrence in space and time requires extensions to traditional techniques adopted in time series analysis. In this paper, we tackle this problem by introducing a novel approach for spatial-time series motif discovery. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to propose a complete approach, named Combined Series Approach (CSA), for spatial-time motif discovery.

CSA supersedes traditional techniques when discovering spatial-time motifs, as it has been shown in our experimental evaluation. Additionally, CSA exhibits two major strengths points. Firstly, it is a divide-and-conquer algorithm that starts by discovering motifs inside a given spatial-time block. These blocks are then merged if neighboring blocks increase the number of occurrences of the discovered motifs. Such a technique makes the algorithm resilient to the initial block selection. Secondly, once the blocks have been defined, the approach is isolated from actual motif discovery algorithms applied. Such property enables exploring different motif discovery algorithms, such as Random Projection and Matrix Profile, exploring the effectiveness (precision), efficiency, and scalability targeting the improvement of space-time series discovery.

We have evaluated CSA against the traditional approach using both synthetic and seismic dataset. CSA was able to identify more motifs and occurrences than the traditional approach. Also, the identified motifs were well ranked considering both spatial-time constraints, number of occurrences and the motif entropy. Due to the potential of the technique applied to a spatial-time series, it opens opportunities for exploring other real-world applications modeled as spatial-time series. There are also opportunities to automate parameters for CSA. Finally, there are also opportunities to explore different ranking functions for targeting domain-specific problems.
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